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October 13, 2021 

 

To: 
 Lean-Pierre Lacroix 

Under-Secretary-General for Peace operations 

 Alexandre Zouev 

Assistant Secretary-General for Rule of Law and Security Institutions 

 Martha Ama Akuyaa Pobee 

Assistant Secretary-General for Africa 

 Miroslav Jenca 

Assistant Secretary-General for Europe, Central Asia and Americans 

 Mohamed Khaled Khiari 

Assistant Secretary-General for the Middle East, Asia and the Pacific 

 General Birame Diop 

Military Adviser -office of Military Affairs 

 Luis Carrilho 

United Nations Police Adviser 

Under-Secretary-General for Peace Operations 
 

Re: The Forced Return of Tigrayans on Peacekeeping Mission 

  

Dear Excellences  

Security & Justice for Tigrayans (SJT), a U.S. registered 501(c(3)) advocacy organization for the security and justice 

of Tigrayans around the world, is writing about a very urgent and alarming matter regarding Tigrayan members of the 

Ethiopian National Defense Force (ENDF) who have been on a UN peacekeeping mission in Baidoa, Somalia. SJT has 

learned that the government of Ethiopia has started to forcefully and unwillingly kidnap, return, and torture these 

Tigrayan peacekeepers without the knowledge of AMISOM.  

Excellences  

We believe that you are cognizant of the fact that Tigrayans are one of the over 80 Ethnic groups in Ethiopia who live 

in the northern part of the country called the Tigray region. Since Nov 4, 2020, a genocidal war has been waged by 

the incumbent regime of Ethiopia. The entire ENDF, Eritrea, and special forces of the Amhara region (Fanno) have 

invaded the region with a premeditated plan of exterminating the people of Tigray by committing inconceivable 

atrocities characterized by indiscriminate killings of civilians; displacements of millions; destructions of industries, 

towns, healthcare facilities, schools, religious sites; vandalism of government and private properties; slaughtering of 

farm animals; and the burning of food crops to purposely starve the people.  

As part of the war, Tigrayans all over Ethiopia, irrespective of their age, sex, religion, and status have been subjected 

to arbitrary mass arrests, ethnic profiling, murder, disappearance, imprisonment and torture.  

Excellences  

The condition in Ethiopia for any person of Tigrayan origin is becoming dangerous as reported by international media 

and reports from human rights organizations. Under these situations, returning the Tigrayan forces who have been on 

the UN peacekeeping mission in Baidoa, Somalia, is tantamount to giving the genocidal government of Ethiopia the 

chance to kill, torture, and imprison them. As part of the UN and AU peacekeeping mission in Somalia, there are 

roughly over 300 Tigrayan who are serving as members of the 27th Division, Ethiopian Peacekeeping in Baidoa, 

alongside the other Africans.  

SJT is very saddened to learn that an order from the Ethiopian government is currently being enforced to kidnap and 

forcefully return about 300 of the AMISOM peacekeepers of Tigrayan decent. They have been isolated, disarmed and 

living in fear of torture and death. Some have been subjugated to intolerable torture and disappearance. 

We have concrete information that the regime is planning to finish returning all by the end of October 2021. Per the 
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information that we have, a number of them were kidnapped and forcefully returned to Ethiopia on different occasions 

over the last few months without the knowledge of the UN and AU officials of the mission.  Whereabouts of these 

returnees are unknown but most probably they have either been placed into horrific concentration camps and prison 

centers located in places such as Jiggiga of Somali Region of Ethiopia or cruelly massacred.   

For Example, on September 18, 2021, thirteen Tigrayan members of the peacekeeping mission were kidnapped from 

Regiment 4 of Division 27 and taken to Ethiopia. The names of the eleven (11) out of thirteen include: 

1. Woldegerima Woldemariam  

2. Kidey Hiluf 

3. Weldsh Gebru 

4. Berihu  

5. Selomon (Sergeant) 

6. Michaele  

7. Col. Haile Alemayehu (Regiment Commander) 

8. Seleshi (Captain) 

9. Haben Kiros 

10. Tsegay (Captain) 

11.  Ze Amanuel Woldekidan  

 Excellences  

We believe that some of the Tigrayan decent peacekeepers may still be in Baidoa, Somalia, waiting for their forceful 

return to Ethiopia. As described above, if they are returned and fall into the hands of the government, their chance will 

not be different. They will face a life in concentration camps and ultimately be subjected to dehumanization, extrajudicial 

killings, torture, and other genocidal measures. 

The government has a track record of punishing, torturing, harassing, and imprisoning with impunity and these have been 

the fate of those who were previously returned after serving as members of the AMISOM peacekeeping mission in Abey 

Sudan and other places. Tigrayan peacekeepers who refused to return suffered physical torture at the airport in South 

Sudan by forces who support the regime. Thanks to the collaborative effort of the UN peacekeeping leadership, their lives 

have been rescued. 

With the impending plan to repatriate the remaining AMISOM peacekeepers of Tigrayan origin against their will in the 

next few days, SJT would like to make sure that the plan is stopped. Unfortunately, these global citizens do not have any 

access to the UN or AU leaders that visit the camps because they are deliberately kept in isolated places being subjected 

to starvation and torture.   

 Excellences  

The UN peacekeeping leadership has a moral and legal obligation to stop the forceful return of the Tigrayan members of 

the AMISOM mission to Ethiopia, a country which has become hell to Tigrayans. The Tigrayan peacekeepers have no 

willingness to go to such a horrific and desperate situation in Ethiopia. God forbid, if the Ethiopian regime succeeds in 

forcefully taking them back to Ethiopia, we are very much sure that they will be subjected to untold suffering both physical 

and mental. This matter needs the immediate attention of the UN to provide the peacekeepers the needed protection.  

Excellences 

While SJT calls for your urgent attention on this matter, we would like to remind you that this is time-sensitive and needs 

immediate decision to save those who are desperately pleading for help today, not tomorrow. If this case does not fall 

within the scope of your responsibility or authority, we highly appreciate it if you could refer the case to those in charge 

who can help resolve this urgent crisis.  

Should you need any further information, please reach out to use at our e-mail or phone number below.  

As Martin Luther King said, ‘Injustice anywhere is Injustice Everywhere.’  

We hope to hear from you soon. 

Respectfully,  

Dr. Teka Neguse  

SJT Chairman  

Tel: 443-537-3910, Email: sjte.info@gmail.com  
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